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During the last decade a new trend of approaches has emerged, which considers models
not just documentation artefacts, but also central artefacts in the software engineering
field, allowing the creation or automatic execution of software systems starting from
those models. These proposals have been classified generically as Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) and share common concepts and terms that need to be abstracted, discussed
and understood. This paper presents a survey on MDE based on a unified conceptual
model that clearly identifies and relates these essential concepts, namely the concepts of
system, model, metamodel, modeling language, transformations, software platform, and
software product. In addition, this paper discusses the terminologies relating MDE, MDD,
MDA and others. This survey is based on earlier work, however, contrary to those, it
intends to give a simple, broader and integrated view of the essential concepts and
respective terminology commonly involved in the MDE, answering to key questions such
as: What is a model? What is the relation between a model and a metamodel? What are
the key facets of a modeling language? How can I use models in the context of a software
development process? What are the relations between models and source code artefacts
and software platforms? and What are the relations between MDE, MDD, MDA and other
MD approaches?
& 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
A model is an abstraction of a system often used to replace the system under study [40,20,37]. In general a model
represents a partial and simplified view of a system, so, the creation of multiple models is usually necessary to better
represent and understand the system under study. Modeling is a well-known technique adopted by Engineering fields as
well as other areas such as Physics, Mathematics, Biology, Economy, Politics and Philosophy [20]. However, in this research
we focus on models in the context of Software Engineering and Information Systems fields. That means that our models are
thus language-based in nature and tend to describe or prescribe some system as opposed, for example, to models in
Mathematics which are understood as interpretation of a theory [11].
Models allow sharing a common vision and knowledge among technical and non-technical stakeholders, facilitating and
promoting the communication among them. Furthermore, models make the project planning more effective and efficient
while providing a more appropriate view of the system to be developed and allowing the project control to be achieved
according to objective criteria [8,85].
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In the last decades numerous techniques and modeling languages have been proposed to support the design and the
development of complex software systems. Many of these languages were defined in the context of methodological
approaches – such as structured, object oriented or unified methodologies/processes, fundamentally with the purpose of
facilitating and sharing a common and coherent vision of the system under study and, consequently, of easing the
communication among stakeholders [8,84,85,34]. However, during this last decade a new trend of approaches has emerged
considering models not just as documentation artefacts, but as central artefacts in the software engineering process. In
addition to the benefits referred above, it also allows – through complex techniques such as meta-modeling, model
transformation, code generation or model interpretation – the creation or automatic execution of software systems based on
those models. These proposals – such as MDA [51,21], Software Factories [24], or recently DSL Engineering [83] – have been
classified generically as Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) but also by related names such as model-based engineering
(MBE), model-driven development (MDD), model-driven software development (MDSD) [45,3,74,67], or model-based
testing (MBT) [80]. Regardless of the adopted term and the particular application, all of them share common concepts and
terms that need to be abstracted, discussed and understood.
The objective of this paper is to survey and discuss the essential concepts of MDE and, in particular, to propose a unified
conceptual model that clearly identifies and relates those concepts, namely the concepts of system, model, metamodel,
modeling language, transformation, software platform and software product. For the sake of simplicity and readability this
unified conceptual model is described through a coherent set of UML class diagrams complemented by descriptions and
discussions in natural language. The proposed conceptual model is based on earlier work, in particular, on work that relates
the conceptualization of models and metamodels [64,20,19,37], modeling languages [46,66], and relations between models,
transformations, platforms and software products [74]. However, as further discussed in the Related Work section, unlike
these former works, this paper intends to give a simple, broad and integrated view of the key concepts and respective
terminology commonly involved in the MDE, answering to common questions like: What is a model? What is the relation
between a model and a metamodel? What are the key facets of a modeling language? How can I use models in the context
of a software development process? What are the relations between models and source code artefacts and software
platforms? and What are the relations between MDE, MDD, MDA and other MD approaches?
This paper is organized in 7 sections. Section 2 introduces the concepts and definitions of system, model and metamodel
that are central in MDE. Section 3 defines the concept of a modeling language with its different facets (i.e., abstract syntax,
concrete syntax, semantics and pragmatics) and also asserts that a modeling language provides one or more viewpoints and
can be classified according the abstraction and perspective dimensions. Section 4 extends the proposed conceptual model by
introducing and relating the concepts of software product, software platform, artefacts and model transformations. Section 5
relates and analyses the terms used around the MD approaches. Section 6 compares and discusses our research with the
related work. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusion and identifies issues for future work.
2. Models and metamodels
This section introduces the essential concepts underlying MDE, namely the concepts of system, model, metamodel and
their relations.
In the context of MDE, we define “system as a generic concept for designating a software application, software platform or
any other software artefact”. Additionally, as suggested in Fig. 1, a system might be composed of other subsystems and a
system may have relations with other systems (e.g., a system may communicate with others).
2.1. Model
A model is an abstraction of a system under study (SUS, also known as the “Universe of Discourse” or just “system”), which
may already exist or is intended to exist in the future.
2.1.1. Model definition
In the absence of a common definition for “model”, it is relevant to refer some of its popular attempts, namely the
following: (1) model is a set of statements about the system under study [64]; (2) model is an abstraction of a (real or
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Fig. 1. The System definition.
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language-based) system allowing predictions or inferences to be made [37]; (3) model is a reduced representation of some
system that highlights the properties of interest from a given viewpoint [65]; and (4) model is a simplification of a system
built with an intended goal in mind so a model should be able to answer questions in place of the original system [6].
From these definitions there is a consensus that a model defines a system under study (SUS) and vice-versa. However, a
model is itself a system, with its own identity, complexity, elements, relations, etc. In particular, when we think about a model
of a model we have to consider that one of them plays the role of the system under study and, consequently, it is itself a
system. To sum up, and as suggested in Fig. 2 we define “model as a system that helps to define and to give answers of the
system under study without the need to consider it directly”.
2.1.2. Criteria and principles
To distinguish a model from any other type of artefact, Stachowiak proposes three criteria for their unique identification
[40]: (1) Mapping criteria: It must be possible to identify the object or original phenomenon (of the system) that is
represented or mapped in the model; (2) Reduction criteria: The model must be a simplified version of the original, so not all
aspects of the original must be depicted in the model; and (3) Pragmatism criteria: The model has to be useful; namely it
should be able to replace the original for certain purposes.
The mapping criteria do not require the existence of the original. As in most engineering areas, usually temporally
models precede the original and are used extensively to check the completion of the original. The reduction criteria suggests
that the model is a simplification of the original, which for instance ignores original features not relevant in the model, or
adds features that can enrich the model. Finally, the pragmatism criteria refer to the useful character of models in the sense
that they must serve some purpose.
On the other hand, Booch identifies a set of purposes and benefits deriving from the existence of models, namely that [7]:
models help to visualize a system, as it is or as we want it to be; models allow to specify the structure and the behavior of a
system; models give a template that help guide the development process; and models help to document the decisions taken
along the project lifecycle.
2.2. Metamodel
Like for the model definition, there is a variety of definitions for metamodel, some of them are unclear or too weak, such
as the OMG's definition that simply states that “a metamodel is a model of models” [51]. However, some authors have
reflected extensively on these concepts, and give the following definitions: (1) a metamodel is a model that defines the
language for expressing a model [51]; (2) a metamodel is a model of a language of models [19]; (3) a metamodel is a
specification model for which the systems under study being specified are models in a certain modeling language [64].
However, the deepest analysis of this subject is maybe authored by Kühne that introduced important concerns for this
discussion, such as the classification of models as token (or instance) versus type models, ontological versus linguistic
instantiations, and the language definition stack [37].
2.2.1. Metamodel definition
Based on the previous referred works we define “metamodel as a model that defines the structure of a modeling language”.
However, from Fig. 3 we still have to understand the following facts: First, through the relationship ElementOf, between
Model and Modeling Language, a modeling language is a set of models (or a model is an element of a modeling language).
Second, through the relationship Defines, between Metamodel and Modeling Language, a metamodel is a model of a modeling
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Fig. 2. The Model definition: relationships between model and system.
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language structure (or a modeling language is defined by a metamodel). Third, a metamodel is a model of a set of models or
is a model of models. Finally, a model conforms with a metamodel (via the ConformsWith relation), meaning that the model
should satisfy the rules defined at the level of its metamodel as extensively discussed by Kühne and others [37,73,57].
2.2.2. Meta-metamodel, metamodel and model
A well-known and recurring problem of metamodeling is how to set the initial metamodel. If a metamodel is a model of
a modeling language, there must be a meta-metamodel describing its modeling language, and so on, in higher levels and
more abstract meta-metamodels. The common solution to overcome this problem is to use a language that, at a particular
level of this hierarchy, describes itself in its own language. There are numerous examples of this solution. In the field of
natural languages, the English Language describes itself in English at the level of grammar definition, dictionaries, etc. In the
field of programming languages, Lisp is a well-known example of a language that describes itself, providing in particular a
Lisp compiler written in Lisp [44].
In the field of modeling languages the solution proposed by OMG, based on a four-layer architecture and directly
supported through the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [55] is a popular example. At the top of that hierarchy there is the metametamodeling layer (designated as M3) that is mainly responsible for providing a language to specify metamodels. MOF is a
unique meta-metamodel layer because it is instantiated from its own model, i.e., the MOF is defined in MOF (technically
using a restricted set of meta-classes designated by InfrastructureLibrary). In the layer below (designated as M2),
metamodels are defined by instantiation of the meta-metamodel (i.e., each element of the metamodel is an instance of
an element defined in the meta-metamodel). UML [53] or Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) [52] are some examples
of those metamodels, i.e. examples of MOF instances. In the layer below M2 (designated as M1), the models are defined
according to the interest and needs of its users: typically for different application domains and different levels of abstraction,
e.g. at the level of business definition, technical requirements, or software design. Note that a user model can contain either
model elements (i.e., classes and concrete types e.g., Video) or instances of these types (e.g., the instance:Video). Finally, the
lowest level of the hierarchy (the M0 layer) contains real instances of elements defined in the model that actually exist in
the context of a computational environment or even in the real world (e.g., a specific Video in your own laptop).
3. Modeling language
As mentioned in the previous section, a modeling language is defined by a metamodel and is a set of all possible models
that are conformant with its respective metamodel. However, to provide a complete definition we should consider other
aspects or facets (as suggested in Fig. 4), and consequently we define “modeling language as a set of all possible models that
are conformant with the modeling language's abstract syntax, represented by one or more concrete syntaxes and that satisfy a
given semantics. Additionally, the pragmatics (of a modeling language) helps and guides how to use it in the most appropriate
way”. Metamodel and notation are common synonyms to, respectively, abstract syntax and concrete syntax [25].
3.1. Abstract syntax
The definition of a modeling language usually starts with the capture and identification of the concepts, abstractions and
relations underlying the application domain, which represents domain analysis phase of DS(M)L development [46,32]. This
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is primarily an exercise of abstraction and conceptualization, and then synthesis of the domain knowledge, that the architect
of the modeling language has to know or has to obtain from the direct interaction with the domain experts. The result of this
activity produces the modeling language's abstract syntax, which corresponds to a metamodel with all the concepts identified
at the meta domain level.
The usual techniques to the definition of abstract syntaxes are, in general, grammars for natural languages, or context free
grammars (e.g., specified in compact formalism based on Backus-Naur Form (BNF) notation) for programming languages
[57]. However, in the scope of modeling languages the common practice is the use of metamodeling techniques [79,46,66].
For example in the context of OMG, the common practice for defining modeling languages is through the use of the UML
profile mechanism or directly by using the MOF language (or some of its variations) [66,55].
The abstract syntax defines all the names of the identified concepts, and their respective relations, so it is important that
those names would be close to the application domain to be easily understood by its users. On the other hand, its simplicity
should be promoted, for example to avoid introducing additional concepts with misunderstood terms that could make it
more expressive, but also more difficult to use and to maintain.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the abstract syntax still includes the "structural semantics" (or static semantics) that is mainly
focused on setting binding rules among its elements. For example, and in a simplified way, structural semantics allows to
define that an element of type A can be related to other elements of type B according to this or that constraint; or you can
determine that elements of type A can never be related to elements of type C. In general, structural semantics of a modeling
language can be described in the different ways: either through a declarative constraints language (e.g., Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [56] in the case of UML); through informal natural language specification; or through a blending approach.
For example, the structural semantics of UML itself is described extensively in natural language, class diagrams, and some
few aspects defined in OCL [7].
The structural semantics is needed because the structure of a language (abstract syntax) is many times context
dependent and this cannot be capture by context free metamodels (i.e. grammars) [57]. Additionally, the structural
semantics prevents its users from creating models that violate the rules of liaison and the orchestration of its elements, but
this can only be achieved if there is proper tool support where such structural semantics are duly captured and validated.
3.2. Concrete syntax
The concrete syntax of a modeling language refers to its notation, i.e. the way users will learn and will use it, either by
reading or by writing and designing the models. The notation is an important aspect of a modeling language because it
corresponds to the perspective and user experience that users would have. So, the success of a modeling language will
depend on the right balance between simplicity and expressiveness, and in particular the following concerns should be
addressed when designing a concrete syntax: writability, readability, learnability and effectiveness [83].
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Different notations can be provided, namely graphical, textual, tabular and forms-based, or combinations of them. In general,
graphical notations tend to be more suitable to illustrate relations between concepts, changing values in a spatial or temporal
distribution, causal and temporal sequences between events, or data and control flows in process modeling scenarios. However,
graphical models are not so scalable as textual or tabular-based models, that means they are not the most appropriate to support
large models; also they are poorly applicable to write or visualize logical expressions or complex actions – for such, textual
notations tend to be more appropriate [74,83]. Finally, because a modeling language might have multiple concrete syntaxes, it
would be possible to combine both for the sake of their users: for example to adopt a textual notation for writing/authoring and a
graphical notation for just reading/visualization.
3.3. Semantics
In general the semantics reveals the meaning of syntactically valid expressions (or models) specified in a given language. For
natural languages, this means correlating sentences and phrases with the concepts, thoughts and feelings based on our experiences
and background. For programming languages, semantics describes the behavior that a computer should follow when executing a
program in that language. This specification can describe the relationship between the input and output of a program or can
provide a step-by-step explanation on how a program will execute on a real or virtual machine.
For modeling languages, and depending on the concepts and models involved, there are two types of semantics [26]:
executable and non-executable semantics. Executable semantics concerns concepts directly related to programming languages,
i.e. related to the order of execution of programs, such as those found in state machines, sequence and activity diagrams. On
the other hand, non-executable semantics concerns concepts not directly related to software execution (or any other kind of
execution), such as those concepts involved on the deployment of software components on hardware nodes (e.g., UML
component and deployment diagrams), or specification of user requirements (e.g., through UML use case diagrams).
Most of the existing semantics frameworks, developed originally for programming languages [71], are also used to define
the semantics of executable models (such as UML state machines or BPMN business process diagrams). Some of these
frameworks are “structural operational semantics” and “translational semantics” [71,29]. The structural operational
semantics (SOS) describes formally a language's semantics by means of a set of inference rules: the individual computation
steps are the interpretation of a given concept of the language that will produce an equivalent symbolic representation in a
real or virtual machine. The translational semantics is a formal way to describe the language's semantics, where the abstract
syntax of a source language is mapped into the abstract syntax of a target language which is supposed to be formally defined
(e.g., as finite state machine or abstract state machine). Furthermore, the mappings between the source and the target
languages might be supported by model language transformations such as QVT, ATL or DSLTrans (see a further discussion
below, in Section 4). Regarding non-executable models their semantics can also be defined according a translational
framework.
However, and in many cases the semantics of a modeling language is defined in an informal way (by using natural
language specifications) instead of following the referred formal frameworks. In the end, and in those situations, the
semantics is just taken into consideration during the software system development, preferably through code generation
mechanisms, but also by implementing them through source code directly written in a specific programming language.
Finally and based on this discussion, we may classify the semantics of a modeling language according two-orthogonal
dimensions: executable vs. non-executable semantics and formal vs. informal semantics. A further analysis and discussion of
the challenges and directions in formalizing the semantics of modeling languages is proposed by Byrant and others [10].
3.4. Pragmatics
The pragmatics of a natural language has been treated as an area of linguistics and is concerned with the study of its use in
communication acts in which the factors regarding the context are decisive, such as social, cultural, psychological, historical
or geographical factors. While the semantics is concerned with the meaning of language's constructs, pragmatics is
concerned with the meaning and interpretation of the language in a context dependent way, i.e. it depends on its users'
knowledge and on the various factors on which the communication occurs.
On the other hand, the pragmatics of a modeling language has not drawn particular interest from the community, with a few
exceptions such as [43,65]. The pragmatics of modeling languages has been focused on the definition and discussion of aspects
related to their use in practical contexts, namely in the definition of its types of users or roles (e.g., domain experts, requirements
engineers, software architects and end-users), the activities to be conducted (e.g., drawing/writing, refinement, reading, analysis
and validation of models), and various factors (e.g., social, environmental or psychological) that may constraint themselves.
Most of the work on pragmatics is concerning how modeling languages can be used in a more efficient and appropriate
way, generally involving a set of principles, recommendations and guidelines for their use. There are languages (such as UML)
that do not define explicitly any pragmatics, i.e., they deliberately do not define or give any guidance or practices for how they
should be used, while others (e.g., SSADM [84], Booch [8] or Yourdon [85]) include the pragmatics in their own definition, in
some cases including a well-defined process (or methodology) with practical recommendations and guidelines. Furthermore,
the pragmatics might also refers practical aspects of using modeling languages and MDE on real-world projects, such as
scalability of the technologies, information overload of large models, efficiency of automatically generated code, and
integration with other development tools.
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3.5. Classification of a modeling language
In addition to the aspects of a modeling language (introduced above) there is some controversy and debate in the
community in what concerns their classification. For example a modeling language might be classified as general-purpose
(GPML) or domain-specific modeling language (DS(M)L) [16,31,41,46,33]. A GPML is characterized by having a greater number
of generic constructs, which encourages a wider and widespread use in different fields of application. UML or SysML are
popular examples of GPMLs by providing large sets of constructs and notations used for specifying and documenting,
respectively, software systems according to the object-oriented paradigm, or any kind of systems as understood by the
system engineering discipline. On the other hand, DSLs tend to use few constructs or concepts which are closer to its
application domain. Since a DSL is expressed using domain concepts, it is normally easier to read, understand, validate and
communicate with, facilitating cooperation between developers and domain experts. Moreover, some argue that DSLs can
improve productivity, reliability, maintainability and portability [16,27]. On the other hand, the use of a DSL can raise some
problems, such as the cost of learning, implementing and maintaining a new language, as well as the support tools to
develop with it [46].
However, others argue that, due to the high-quality and sophistication level of current language workbenches, the tool
support is not anymore a main constraint (see further discussion below in Section 5.2). Furthermore, some recent studies
have shown that software language engineers do not even have the common practice of evaluating their own languages
[22], and conclude that more research is mandatory in the area of software language processes, particularly in what
concerns the design, development and evaluation of these languages [22,4,47].
Fig. 5 shows that a modeling language can be classified according its application domain attribute (e.g., based on the
values defined in the ApplicationDomainKind enumeration) and can be structured by one or more viewpoints.
A viewpoint defines a reusable set of criteria for the construction, selection, and presentation of a portion of a model,
addressing particular stakeholder concerns. A viewpoint is a general concept that allows applying the multi-viewpoint
modeling principle or the separation of concerns principle that states that a complex system is better defined by multiple
views, considering both static and dynamic aspects [7,9]. Therefore, a modeling language provides one or more viewpoints
that can be classified according the abstraction and perspective properties. On the abstraction dimension, a viewpoint can be
classified, for example using the MDA terminology [51], as computational independent model (CIM), platform independent
model (PIM), platform specific model (PSM) or multiple (meaning that viewpoint may involve elements defined at multiple
abstraction levels). On the perspective dimension, a viewpoint can be classified as static, dynamic or multiple (meaning that a
viewpoint may involve both static and dynamic elements). A static viewpoint describes a system mainly from its structural
perspective with concepts such as classes, objects, nodes, blocks and respective relations. For example, UML class diagrams
or component diagrams are static viewpoints. On the other hand, a dynamic viewpoint describes the behavior of a system
from a certain perspective with concepts such as tasks, operations, states, events, messages and respective relations. Activity
diagrams or state machines in UML or business process diagrams in BPMN are examples of dynamic viewpoints.

3.6. Discussion
Based on the proposed conceptual model, we can better analyse, understand and compare modeling languages. We can
also use this conceptual model to help defining our own modeling languages, with their specific facets, principles and
guidelines.
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For example Table 1 shows the application of this conceptual model to classify two well-known general purpose
languages, UML [53] and BPMN [54], and two domain-specific languages, XIS-Mobile ([58]) and DSL3S [72] languages. UML
is a GPML for modeling software systems at multiple abstraction levels, and to that purpose UML provides many viewpoints,
such as class, object, sequence, use cases, state machine, component diagrams, etc. BPMN may be classified as a GPML for
modeling business systems from a dynamic perspective and mainly at a computational independent abstraction level;
BPMN provides four viewpoints: process, collaboration choreography and conversation diagrams. XIS-Mobile is a DSML for
modeling mobile applications in a cross-platform (or platform independent) way; XIS-Mobile is defined as a UML profile
and provides the following viewpoints: domain, business entities, architectural, use cases, navigation space, and interaction
space views (or diagrams). Finally, DSL3S is a DSML for spatial simulation in the field of Geographic Information Systems;
DSL3S provides the following viewpoints to organized static and platform-independent models: simulation, scenario,
animat and animat interactions views.
Furthermore, there are other discussion topics that are worthwhile to mention, namely in what concern the quality of
modeling languages. An open topic is the discussion of what should be these key qualities for analyzing and comparing modeling
languages and their corresponding trade-offs, as for example simplicity, expressiveness, focus, multiple views, or usability.
The simplicity of a modeling language can be analyzed at various levels, such as at the level of its abstract syntax (through
the definition of its concepts and relations) and its concrete syntax (through the definition of textual or graphical
representation). A simple language should have few concepts and its notation should be simple and consistent.
Notwithstanding, an expressive modeling language may require the introduction of additional concepts and notations,
which would facilitate the work of its users, but, on the other hand, make it less simple. For example, in the context of
business process modeling, UML activity diagrams are simpler (but also less expressive and more informal) than Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) diagrams [54].
Krogstie proposed and discussed extensively this topic of quality of modeling languages and quality of models, in
particular with the SEQUAL framework [34]. On the other hand, Barišić proposed a process for evaluating the usability of
DSLs [4]. Recently, Morais and Silva also proposed the ARENA framework and used it to compare and evaluate user-interface
modeling languages [47].
4. Software products, platforms and transformations
MDE approach claims that the use of modeling languages help to specify models in a certain level of abstraction, and also
that those models are used to support the development of software applications [3,74,67]. As suggested in Fig. 6, we define
“software application (or software product) as a system composed of a nontrivial integration of software platforms, artefacts
generated through model-to-text transformations, artefacts directly written by developers, and eventually models directly
executable in the context of a particular software platform”. (For the sake of simplicity it is not illustrated in Fig. 6, but software
applications, platforms, artefacts and models should all be considered “systems” according to the discussion above in
Section 2.1.1., see Fig. 1).
Table 1
Classification of modeling languages: UML2, BPMN, XIS-Mobile and DSL3S.
Modeling Language
Name

Application Domain

Viewpoint

Abstraction

Perspective

UML (Unified Modeling Language)

General/Software

Class Diagram
Object Diagram
Sequence Diagram
Use Case Diagram
State Machine Diagram
Component Diagram
–

Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
PIM
Multiple
PSM
–

Static
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
–

BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation)

General/Business Processes

Process Diagram
Collaboration Diagram
Choreography Diagram
Conversation Diagram

CIM
CIM
CIM
CIM

Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic

XIS-Mobile (DSL for Mobile Apps)

Specific/Mobile Apps

Domain View
BusinessEntities View
Architectural View
UseCases View
NavigationSpace View
InteractionSpace View

PIM
PIM
PIM
PIM
PIM
PIM

Static
Static
Static
Dynamic
Static
Static

DSL3S (DSL for Spatial Simulation Scenarios)

Specific/Spatial Apps

Simulation View
Scenario View
Animat View
Animat Interactions View

PIM
PIM
PIM
PIM

Static
Static
Static
Static
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Fig. 6. Software product, platforms, transformations, and models.

First, software platforms mean an integrated set of computational elements that enable the development and execution of
a class of software products [9,83,24]. Usually these elements provide different functionalities through reuse and
extensibility mechanisms and are referred to technologies such as middleware, software libraries, application frameworks,
and software components, but also database management systems, web servers, content management and document
management systems, workflow management systems, etc. Thus, it is common for a certain class of software product the
use and integration of several software platforms, which might have constraints and dependencies among them. For
example a mobile application developed for Android depends on the Android platform and on the SQLite database, which
depend on the Java Virtual Machine and so on.
Second, generated and non-generated artefacts are also elements of the software application. These artefacts might be
only relevant during the development time while other artefacts might be relevant at application runtime. Nevertheless,
both types of artefacts are tightly dependent on the involved platforms. Many examples of these artefacts might be
considered such as: source and binary code files, configuration and deployment scripts, database scripts, and even
documentation files, including the models themselves.
Third, two main types of transformations tend to be considered in MDE approach. On the one hand, model-to-text
transformations (M2T) that generate or produce software artefacts – typically source code, XML and other text files –, from
models. The most common technique for this class of transformations is known as code generation, and there are multiple
solutions and techniques as discussed by Czarnecki and others [14,74]. On the other hand, model-to-model transformations
(M2M) allow translating models into another set of models, typically closer to the solution domain or that satisfy specific
needs for different stakeholders. These transformations are specified through distinct languages, such as the mainstream
programming languages, but also by specialized model transformation languages, for different purposes and with different
modeling paradigms such as QVT,1 Acceleo,2 ATL,3 VIATRA,4 DSLTrans5 as extensively discussed by Syriani and others
[76,36,15,23,2].
Fourth, as suggested in Fig. 6, models are a central concept of the MDE approach. On one hand, a model can be created directly
by users (i.e. model designers) or can be produced automatically from model-to-model transformations and, then, still edited and
refined. On the other hand, models can be used to produce generated or non-generated software artefacts, respectively by means
of M2T transformations or direct authoring by their users (i.e. software developers). Furthermore, in some particular situations,
models can be directly interpreted and executed by specific platforms integrated with the software application [42,13]. Of
course, it is important to emphasize that to be effectively used in the context of the MDE models must be defined in a consistent and
rigorous way. In general, it is required a certain level of quality in order that those models might be properly used in M2M or M2T
scenarios. For this purpose there are features that the tools should provide, such as model analysis, validation and simulation as
discussed in [81].

1
2
3
4
5

QVT. http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/
Acceleo, http://www.eclipse.org/acceleo/
ATL. http://www.eclipse.org/atl/
http://eclipse.org/viatra/
https://github.com/githubbrunob/DSLTransGIT
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5. From abstract to concrete model-driven approaches
This section discusses the final research question of this paper: What are the relations between MDE, MDD, MDA and other
MD approaches? This question is still important because these terms are used in the community many times without a clear
understanding of their meanings and respective relations.
Fig. 7 shows the proposed conceptual model that introduces these terms and their relations. This model defines a hierarchical
structure of MD approaches, each one at a level of abstraction, with the respective generalization and specialization relationships.
On the top of this hierarchy it is the most abstract term (MDE) while in the bottom there are some concrete MD approaches that
are briefly introduced below. It is not the purpose of this paper to give a complete or exhaustive identification of all middle-level
and concrete-level approaches.
Table 2 complements Fig. 7 to help understand and discuss the proposed model. There are a certain number of aspects that
were considered to support the analysis and comparison of those MD approaches, namely: abstraction level, software
engineering disciplines, models, transformations, meta-modeling languages, application domain, and tool support. The aspect
“abstraction level” defines how abstract or concrete is an approach. For simplicity reasons we define just 3 levels: high,
medium and low. The aspect “software engineering disciplines” defines the engineering tasks addressed by each approach. For
this classification we considered the following disciplines, as defined in Rational Unified Process (RUP) [35]: business

High-level Approaches

MDE
(Engineering)

{This taxonomy is necessarily
incomplete. That means it does not
intend to identify completely or
exhaustively all middle-level and
concrete-level approaches.}

MDD
(Development)

MDT
(Testing)

OMG MDA

Middle-level Approaches, MD-MetaTools

JetBrains
MPS

Microsoft
Software
Factories

Eclipse
Modeling
Framework

Concrete-level Approaches, MD-Tools

SilabMDD

Web Service
Software
Factory

XIS-Mobile

Fig. 7. MDE, related terminology and concrete approaches.
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Table 2
Classification of model-driven approaches: from abstract to concrete approaches.
Model-Driven
Approaches

Tool Support

Languages

Domain
Meta
modeling
languages

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

Any
Any

ND
ND

ND
UML, UML
Profiles

ND
M2M,
M2T

ND
QVT

ND
MOF,
EMOF,
Ecore,
UML

Any
Any

Any

UML, UML
Profiles

M2M,
M2T

Several

Ecore,
EMOF

Any

Any

Any

DSLs

ND

.NET
languages

UML

Any

Any

Any

Textual
DSLs

M2M,
M2T

Java

Any

DSL

M2T

.NET
languages
C#, Acceleo

MPS's
Base
Language
UML

Web Services

UML

Mobile Apps

ND
Several, e.g.,
Eclipse
Modeling
Framework,
Enterprise
Architect MDG
Eclipse and
Eclipse
Modeling
Framework
Microsoft
Visual Studio Visualization &
Modeling SDK
JetBrains
IntelliJ IDEA
and MPS
Microsoft
Visual Studio
Sparx EA,
Eclipse
Modeling
Framework,
Accelo
JetBrains
IntelliJ IDEA
and MPS

Models

Transformations

Levels Language

Types

Any
Requirements,
Analysis and
design,
Implementation
Testing
Analysis and
design,
Implementation

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
CIM,
PIM,
PSM

Any

Microsoft Software
Factories

JetBrains MPS

MDE
MDD

Abstraction
Level

High

MBT
OMG MDA

EMF (Eclipse Modeling
Framework)

Web Service Software
Factory
XIS-Mobile

Medium

Concrete

SillaMDD

PBGT (Pattern Based GUI
Testing)

Software Eng.
Disciplines

Design,
PSM
Implementarion
PIM
Analysis and
design,
Implementation

CIM
Requirements,
Analysis and
design,
Implementation
Testing
PIM

XIS-Mobile M2M,
M2T
(UML
Profile)

M2T

Java

MPS's
Base
Language

Requirements
of Business
Apps

PARADIGM M2T

Java

Ecore

Software
Testing

SilabReq
(Textual
DSL)

Eclipse
Modeling
Framework,
Selenium

Legend: ND (Not defined or not relevant); Models Levels: CIM (Computing independent Model); PIM (Platform Independent Model); PSM (Platform
Specific Model); Transformations Types: M2M (Model to Model), M2T (Model to Text).

modeling, requirements, analysis and design, implementation, testing, deployment; of course this list can be extended with
other disciplines such as maintenance and simulation. The aspect “models” defines the abstraction levels
(e.g., CIM, PIM, PSM) and the modeling languages supported by each approach, as discussed in Section 3. The aspect
“transformations” defines the types (e.g., M2M and M2T) and the languages used by each approach to support the model
transformations. The aspect “meta-modeling languages” defines the technologies used to define modeling languages. The
aspect “domain” defines the application domains of each approach; usually only concrete approaches are domain-specific.
Finally, the aspect “tool support” defines the type of tool supported by each approach.
5.1. High-level approaches
MDE is on the top of abstraction of MD approaches. MDE is a software engineering approach that considers models not
just as documentation artefacts but also as first-class citizens, where models might be used throughout all engineering
disciplines and in any application domain. In this context, MDE is better classified as a software engineering paradigm and
so, it does not have any concrete tool support. At this same level of abstraction are MDD and MBT (as well as other concerns
could be considered such as enterprise engineering [17] or ontologies and knowledge representation [68]).
Model-Driven Development (MDD) approach is mainly focused on the requirements, analysis and design, and
implementation disciplines [45,3,74,67]. Concrete MDD approaches tend to define modeling languages to specify the
System Under Study (SUS) at different levels of abstraction, to provide M2M and M2T transformations in order to improve
the productivity and quality of the process and the final software system.
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Table 3
Related work analysis – Part 1.
Related Work

Research Questions

What is a model?
What is the relation between a
model and a metamodel?
What are the key facets of a
modeling language?
How can I use models in the
context of a software
development process?
What are the relations between
models and source code artefacts
and software platforms?
What are the relations between
MDE, MDD, MDA and other MD
approaches?

Seidewitz, 2003
(2003) [64]
What models
mean

Stahl et al.,
(2005) [74],
Model-Driven
Software
Development

Favre et al.,
(2005) [19],
Towards a
megamodel to
model software
evolution
through
transformations

Kühne, 2006
(2006) [37],
Matters of
(meta-)
modeling

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

N (not explicit)

Y

N (not explicit)

N (not explicit)

Y

N (not explicit)

N (not
explicit)
N (not
explicit)

N (not explicit)

Y

N (not explicit)

N (not
explicit)

N

N

N

N

On the other hand, Model-Based Testing (MBT) [80] is mainly focused on the automation of the testing discipline. Testing
models are used to represent the desired behavior of the “System Under Test” (SUT), to represent testing strategies and the
testing environment. A testing model describing the SUT is usually an abstract, partial representation of the SUT's desired
behavior. Test cases derived from such a model are functional tests on the same level of abstraction as the model, and might
then be mapped into executable tests that can communicate directly with the SUT under specific testing tools and
frameworks.
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is the MD approach proposed by OMG, available since early 2000, and focused
primarily on the definition of models and their transformations [51,21]. MDA supports the definition of models at different
levels of abstraction, namely Computational Independent Models (CIM), Platform Independent Models and Platform Specific
Models PSM (PIM). Computational platforms correspond to concrete implementations of application servers, database
servers, content management systems, frameworks and software architectures; these platforms can be described
themselves through Platform Description Models (PDM). MDA also considers different types of model-to-model
transformations, namely: CIM-CIM, CIM-PIM, PIM-PIM, PIM-PSM and PSM-PSM. Additionally, it considers the transformation of PSM models into source code and other types of textual artefacts (PSM-Text). In theory, an application developed
under the MDA approach is platform-independent, which allows it to be installed on different computing platforms and
properly supports different technologies thanks to these transformations, particularly to PIM-PSM PSM-PSM and PSM-Text
transformations.
In spite not being a concrete MD approach, because it did not specify concrete modeling languages and associated tools,
MDA still defends the use of several concrete OMG specifications (that is the reason that we put it in Fig. 7 a little below
MDD and MBT), namely: (1) MOF as a core component of its meta-modeling architecture; (2) QVT6 as a set of languages for
model query and transformations; and (3) UML Profiles7 as a simple but practical way to define graphical DSMLs. However,
the creation of DSMLs based on UML profile mechanism – i.e., based on the definition of stereotypes, tags and constraints –,
is not free of criticism. For example, the definition of a UML stereotype allows adding new properties to the original element,
but not to eliminate or inhibit the properties of the original element. In addition, modeling tools that support the UML
Profile mechanism usually do not check properly the quality of these models. On the other hand, this mechanism is broadly
supported by UML CASE tools and development environments and, consequently, it is used easily to define DSMLs.
5.2. Middle-level approaches (MD MetaTools)
In the middle-level of Fig. 7 we identify MD approaches as proposed by their respective companies or communities.
These approaches are conducted by technologies and usually supported by complex tools that we refer as “MD MetaTools”
and are commonly known as “language workbenches” [18]. Most of these tools provide a collection of features to help users
to define DS(M)Ls, with specific editors, model validation, model transformation, etc. Below we briefly introduce Eclipse
6
7

QVT (Query/Views/Transformations). http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/
UML Profiles. http://www.uml.org/
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EMF, Microsoft Software Factories, and JetBrains MPS, but many others could be considered as well, namely: MetaEdit þ
[79], SDF/Stratego/Spoofax [30], xText [5], Obeo Designer/Sirius [82] or some academic proposals such as MIC (Model
Integrated Computing) [78] with the tool GME (Generic Modeling Environment) [1], VMTS [38], MetaSketch [50], or
AtomPM ([77]).
A detailed analysis of Microsoft DSL Tools, alongside with equivalent tools (e.g., Enterprise Architect, MetaSketch or
MetaEditþ) is discussed in [60] and other comparison of MDE approaches for Web-application development in [61]. Savić
et al. report their experience using MPS to implement the SilabReq language, a text language for requirements specification
[62]. Additionally, they compare MPS with other alternative tools – namely Spoofax, Obeo Designer, MetaEditþ , XText,
Papyrus and EMFText – in what respect the following criteria: support for the abstract and concrete syntax definition, and
supported IDEs. Furthermore the annual Language Workbench Challenge (LWC) is another initiative that promotes the
comparison and discussion of DSL workbenches. Erdweg et al. present and discuss 10 language workbenches that
participated in LWC'2013 [18]. The set of tools analyzed was defined according to the tools that applied to solve an
assignment and were subsequently accepted. The assignment was to implement a DSL for questionnaires, which should be
rendered as an interactive GUI reactive to user input to present additional questions. Additionally, the DSLs produced did not
have the restriction of being graphical.
Eclipse Modeling Project8 focuses on the evolution and promotion of model-based development technologies within the
Eclipse community by providing a unified set of modeling frameworks, tooling, and standards implementations. Eclipse
Modeling Project involves an integrated set of extensible tools and frameworks, including EMF (at the core), graphical
modeling, textual modeling, and concrete modeling tools particularly supporting OMG specifications, such as UML, OCL,
SysML, and BPMN. EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) [75] is the core modeling framework and code generation facility for
building tools and applications based on models defined in the Ecore meta metamodel. There are several tools and
frameworks developed on top of EMF such as GMF, Sirius, GMF-Tooling, MoDisco, Papyrus, Acceleo, ATL, Epsilon, MMT,
Xtext, etc. In general, most of these tools are popular, relatively easy to use and maintain, and they have an open and strong
community support.
Microsoft Software Factories [24] is the approach proposed by Microsoft strongly inspired by the "assembly line"
metaphor, found in industrial automation areas, which has also been adopted by software engineering through initiatives
such as Software Product Lines [12]. A software factory is a structured collection of related software assets used for creating
specific types of software, and may include processes, DSLs, templates, integrated development environment, configurations
and views. Microsoft Visual Studio offers an integrated suite of tools, called Visualization and Modeling SDK9 (previously
named DSL Tools), which supports the realization of software factories, in particular by providing support to the definition of
DSLs, with their respective source code or documentation generators.
Finally, JetBrains Meta Programing System (MPS)10 is open source and is developed by JetBrains. MPS is is a projectional
language workbench, which means that no grammar and parser is involved. Instead, an editor allows changing directly the
underlying abstract syntax tree, which is projected in a way that looks like text. MPS supports mixed notations (such as
textual, symbolic, tabular, graphical) and a wide range of language composition features based on the BaseLanguage, which
is the MPS's meta metamodel. MPS users extend this BaseLanguage to define their own languages: during the process of
creating a new language the users directly derive concepts from the BaseLanguage or combine concepts from other existent
languages [83].

5.3. Concrete-level approaches (MD tools)
Finally, the bottom of Fig. 7 shows some example of concrete MD approaches, namely XIS-Mobile, WebService Software
Factory, SilabMDD, and PBGT. These examples show the applicability of the proposed model in a way that it allows clearly
classifying and describing these (and other) MD approaches.
XIS-Mobile11 is a MDD approach to increase the productivity of developing cross-plaform mobile applications. The XISMobile DSL was defined as a UML profile, with a multi-view organization that supports two design approaches: the dummy
and the smart design approach. XIS-Mobile has a supporting framework based on Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect MDG
Technology and EMF, which intends to generate source code for multiple platforms from a single PIM model specification,
through M2M and M2T transformations. Composed of four major components, this framework suggests developing a
mobile application in four steps whenever possible: defining of the required views using the Visual Editor, validating them
using the Model Validator, generating the User-Interfaces View models with the Model Generator, and finally generating the
application's source code through the Code Generator. This way the developer takes advantage of the MDD benefits, namely
increasing his productivity by using a single specification of the system, by avoiding the implementation of boilerplate code
and reducing errors ([58,59]).
8

Eclipse Modeling, http://eclipse.org/modeling/
VSVMSDK (Visual Studio Visualization and Modeling SDK). http://archive.msdn.microsoft.com/vsvmsdk
JetBrains MPS, https://www.jetbrains.com/mps/
11
XIS-Mobile, https://github.com/MDDLingo/xis-mobile
9
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Table 4
Related work analysis – Part 2.
Related Work

Seidewitz, 2003
(2003) [64]
What models
mean

Stahl et al., (2005) [74], Model- Favre et al., (2005) [19],
Driven Software Development Towards a megamodel to
model software evolution
through transformations

Kühne, 2006 (2006) [37], Matters
of (meta-) modeling

Definition
of

Y
Y
N (not explicit)

N (not explicit)
Y (Formal Model)
N (not explicit)

Y
Y
Y (RepresentationOf)

Y
Y
Y ( model-of )

Y
N (not explicit)

Y
Y (instanceof)

Y
Y (ConformsTo)

Y
Y (instance-of)

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y (with the ElementOf
association)
N

N

Y

Software
Platform
Software
Product

N

Y

Y (with the IsTransformedIn N
association)
N (not explicit)
N (not explicit)

N

Y

N (not explicit)

N (not explicit)

Discussed

Textually, with a Textually and UML class
diagrams, deep discussion of
generic and
concepts
informal
discussion of
concepts
models, metamodels, modeling
models,
languages, transformations,
metamodels,
platforms, products
modeling
languages, in
general terms
domains, domain-specific
four-layer
languages, model2model and
metamodeling
model2platform
architecture;
transformation, software
meaning of
system families
models

Textually and UML class
diagrams, deep discussion
of concepts

Textually and mathematically,
deep discussion of concepts

models, metamodels,
modeling languages,
transformations

models, metamodels, modeling
languages

transformation models;
software evolution

descriptive vs prescriptive models;
token models vs type models;
classification vs generalization;
ontological vs linguistic
instatiation

Approach

System
Model
System to Model
relation
Metamodel
Model to
Metamodel
relationships
Modeling
Language
Modeling
Language Facets
Transformation

Key concepts
discussed

Complementary
issues discussed

N

Web Service Software Factory12 (also known as the Service Factory) is an example of the Microsoft Software Factories
and is a concrete MDD approach that provides an integrated collection of resources designed to help to quickly and
consistently build Web services that adhere to well-known architecture and design patterns. These resources consist of
patterns and architecture topics in the form of written guidance and models with code generation in the form of tools
integrated with Visual Studio.
SilabMDD is a MDD approach particularly focused on the Requirements discipline and, consequently, also known as a
MDRE (Model-driven Requirement Engineering) approach [39]. SilabMDD includes the SilabReq language which is
implemented with JetBrains MPS. SilabReq is a textual DSL that allow users to define and manage requirements based on
use-cases specification. Consequently, SilabReq imposes a rigorous definition of use case specification, particularly based on
the description of sequences of actions, pre- and post-conditions, and the relations between use cases and elements defined
at domain models (still specified textually). The goal of SilabMDD is to provide a complete software development
workbench (by extending JetBrains MPS) to be used by requirements engineers, developers, as well as non-technical
stakeholders [62,63].
PBGT is a MBT approach that provides generic test strategies (based on user interface (UI) Test Patterns), with multiple
configurations for testing different implementations of UI Patterns. PBGT approach is supported by the PBGT tool, in which
the UI Test Patterns are defined within a domain specific language, PARADIGM, developed on top of the Eclipse Modeling
Framework using the Ecore meta metamodel. PBGT tool is freely available as an Eclipse plugin.13 It is a fully integrated

12
13

Service Factory, http://servicefactory.codeplex.com/
PBGT Tool, http://paginas.fe.up.pt/  apaiva/pbgtwiki/doku.php?id=tools
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testing environment that provides functionalities for modeling (either manually or automatically), configuration, automated
test case generation, automated test case execution and test coverage analysis. Currently the PBGT tool is able to test both
web and mobile (Android based) applications on top of the Selenium framework14 ([48], 2014).
6. Related work
As mentioned in Section 1, the objective of this paper is to survey and discuss the essential concepts of MDE and
supporting this survey by a unified conceptual model that would help to clearly identify and relate those concepts. This
research started from earlier work, in particular on the conceptualization of models and metamodels [64,20,19,37],
modeling languages [46,66], and relations between models, transformations, platforms and software products [74].
However and differently from those works, this paper intends to give a simple but broad and integrated view of the key
concepts and respective terminology, and answering to common questions as defined in Table 3. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the
comparative analysis of the related work, those that are more related with this paper, namely focused on the following
references [64,19,74,37].
The paper “What models mean” [64] introduced the concepts of system, model, metamodel and modeling language and
proposed respective definitions. However, this paper did not present any type of conceptual model, and so it is not clear the
relations between those concepts. Also this paper did not discuss any other of the MDE concepts like we did in this paper.
The book “Model-Driven Software Development” [74] gives a good and broad overview of the main concepts of MDE, and
also tries to explain them through a UML-based model. However, it is not completely clear the definitions of system and
model, as well as its relations. However, in spite not being a research paper this is a relevant reference.
The paper “Towards a megamodel to model software evolution through transformations” [19] gave a good inspiration
and starting point to propose this survey, in particular with the idea of a “megamodel for MDE”. The focus of that paper was
just on modeling large-scale software evolution processes. Nevertheless, it also provided some discussion and definitions on
concepts such as system, model, metamodel and model transformations. However, contrary to this paper, only system and
transformation were defined as first citizen concepts in that megamodel. Additionally, that paper did not define concepts,
such as of modeling language, software product, software artefact and software platform.
The paper “Matters of (Meta-) Modeling” [37] provides a formal and extensive definition on the concepts of system,
model, metamodel and modeling language. Additionally, it gives a deep discussion on related subjects such as: token
models, type models, classification versus generalization, ontological versus linguistic instantiation. That is a significant
paper that adopted a formal approach (based on Mathematics expressions) to clearly and unambiguously defined the
referred concepts. However, this paper did not refer the other concepts discussed throughout this paper, such as modeling
language facets, model transformations, software platform and software products.
Finally, none of these papers try to answer and discuss our last research question concerning the relations between MDE
and other MD approaches.
7. Conclusion
MDE is a relatively new engineering approach with some expectations and challenges to be addressed in the next years
[49]. As discussed throughout this paper there are some concrete proposals and many more tools and platforms that, in
some way would achieve that general vision and relevance.
For an effective implementation of MDE several features should be supported and integrated into appropriate tools,
typically classified as IDEs, CASEs and MetaCASEs. Among those we refer the following that can exist in most of these tools,
namely to support: (1) the creation of modeling languages, in particular the creation of their abstract and concrete syntaxes
and the corresponding structural semantics; (2) multi-user and collaborative environment for models design and
management; (3) model validation, with eventual support for model analysis and simulation; (4) model-to-model
transformations; (5) model-to-text transformations; and even in some cases (6) models interpretation and execution.
A variety of tools that embody the main ideas of MDE have been developed and improved over this last decade. Some of
them correspond to tools developed in an academic environment, as is the case of experiments carried out under GME [1],
ProjectIT ([69]), VMTS [38], MetaSketch [50], or AtomPM ([77]). Other tools are commercial, such as the case of Microsoft
Visual Studio Visualization and Modeling SDK, Sparx Enterprise Architect,15 Metacase MetaEditþ,16 or Obeo Designer.17
Beyond these, it is worth to highlight some tools and technologies currently developed around the Eclipse Modeling Project
and the JetBrains MPS.
The proposed survey on MDE is the result of our research experience in the area throughout this last decade, during
which we have designed and developed several modeling languages, tools and real-world applications following the MDE
approach [69,70,60,72,58,58,59]. The unified conceptual model proposed in this paper might help others to have a broad
vision and a better understanding of MDE and its key concepts and terminology. First, it defines the concepts of system,
14
15
16
17

Selenium, http://docs.seleniumhq.org/
Sparxs Enterprise Architect MDG Technologies. http://www.sparxsystems.com.au/resources/mdg_tech/
Metacase MetaEdit þ. http://www.metacase.com/mep/
Obeo Designer, http://www.obeodesigner.com
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model and metamodel. Second, it extensively defines the concept of modeling language, with its multiple aspects, namely
abstract syntax, concrete syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Third, it defines, in a cohesive way, the remaining concepts:
software product, software platform, software artefact, model-to-model and model-to-text transformations. Finally, the
paper also clarifies and discusses common terminology, namely by relating MDE with MDD, MBT, MDA and other MD
approaches.
As future work we consider that this survey might be extended by being applied to describe and discuss concrete
modeling languages and concrete MDE approaches. Additionally, it can be used as a general and conceptual framework to
better analyse MDE practices in industry such as discussed in [28].
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